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Abstract: Heat sinks are primarily used as a secondary heat transfer equipment or device, heat generated by different 

equipment’s or components where first transfer to heat sink through conduction, after that heat sink transfer heat in to the 

environment. Heat sinks where used to maintain the temperature of precise equipment’s under desirable range, so that the 

life of equipment may not degrade due to generation of heat. So to increase the heat transfer from heat sink many 

researchers optimized the different process parameters of heat sink. This paper review the different types of heat sinks and 

different parameters on which the performance of heat sink depends. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the functionality of digital devices enhances, the amount of heat generation raises, which influences their performances 

adversely. Every electrical and electronic component in a circuit generates some amount of heat as the circuit is accomplished by 

giving power source. Typically high-power semiconducting devices like power transistors and the electronics devices such 

as diodes, lasers acquire heat in substantial quantities and then these ingredients are insufficient to distribute heat, as their dissipation 

ability is significantly low.  

For this reason, heating up of the equipment prospects to early inability and may possibly trigger collapse of the whole circuit or 

system’s efficiency. Therefore to overcome these unfavourable factors, heat sinks need to be presented for cooling intention.  In 

many applications, the device is an electronic component (e.g. CPU, GPU, ASIC, FET etc.) and the air as surrounding fluid. The 

device transfers heat to the heatsink by conduction.  

 

2.  Heat Sink 

Heat sink is an electronic digital component or simply a device of an electronic circuit  which usually disperses heat via other parts 

(primarily coming from the power transistors) of a circuit into the neighbouring medium and so cools them for enhancing their very 

own effectiveness, consistency and also eliminates the early failure of the elements. For the cooling intention, it comes with a fan 

or chilling device. It is a passive heat exchanger which usually exchanges the heat provided by an electronic or a mechanical device 

to actually a fluid medium, quite often air or a liquid coolant, just where it is dissipated aside from the gadget, therefore permitting 

control of the device's temperature at best variants.  

 
Fig.1 Heat Sink 

2.1 Heat Sink Principle 

A heat sink exchanges thermal energy from a more significant temperature device to actually a lower temperature fluid medium. 

The fluid medium is often air, however can certainly be water, refrigerants or oil. Whenever the fluid medium is going to be water, 

the heat sink is typically known as a cold plate. In thermodynamics a heat sink is definitely heat reservoirs which usually absorb an 

irrelevant amount of heat with no considerably changing temperature. Functional heat sinks for electronic devices need to have a 

temperature higher than the environment to transfer heat by convection, radiation, and conduction. 
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3. Existing Research Work 

In later past years, the usage of various heat sinks has expanded the interest of engineers and researchers to simulate their issues 

with computational, experimental and numerical methods. 

[1] Yoon et.al (2018) In this experimental paper, they have tested and analysed the radiative heat efficiency, depending on the 

position of the partial hot area. Numerical modelling simulations for forced convection were used to analyse the heat transfer 

between heat sink and the surrounding air. The best location of partial heat, which is discussed in terms of the impact of the total 

rate of heat transfer, air velocity, the ratio of total length of heat sink to the hot width  surface of the heat sink, the thermal 

conductivity of the heat sink and the thickness of the base of heat sink. Based on this analysis, it is suggested that a relation would 

be developed by experiments to determine the best location for the heat. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the heat resistance of 

heat by 30% by finding the best position of the partial heating. The thermal efficiency is expected to be improved by changing the 

mounting position of the heating element on the radiation to make the electronics efficient. 

[2] Liao et.al (2017) In this paper, the thermal conductivity of the pin fin heat sink with the delta winglet vortex generators in the 

cross flow was tested numerically along with experimental setup. Impact of the Reynolds flow, the angle of attack of the vortex 

machine, the shortest distance between the vortex machine between the distance between each vortex generator and the heat sink 

of the vortex engine and the configuration of the vortex machine on the effect of radiation had been tested. The results suggest that 

the heat resistance decreases with increased Reynolds, but the size of the reduction decreases with Reynolds. The heat resistance 

produced at the shortest distance between the generators equal to the length of the radiation, is less than that obtained when the 

shortest distance between the vortex generators is greater than the length of the radiation. The heat transfer of this type of heat sink 

is high when the rotary generator is placed in the centre of sink on the both sides. Although increasing the height of the vortex 

engine can also increase the heat transfer, the pressure difference also increases. The thermal resistance of the heat sink with the 

vortex generators, which is arranged in the general stream, is lower than the sink in comparison with the heat generation of the 

vortex generators prepared in the overall stream. 

[3] Sudhakar et.al (2016) In this paper, researcher had used the three-dimensional temporary pattern of the geometric structure of 

the substrate of the chip to predict the degree of imbalance in temperature and mass temperature, which diffuses through the base 

of heat sink from the heat source to the cold side. This model incorporates heat, which can absorb from any source, temporarily 

heating easily by many asteroids. The level of the same is mapped as a function of geometry and a boundary state. This analysis 

established in this work is useful in evaluating the same heat load conditions, not entirely dirty, but instead of being distributed on 

radiation to the cold side. 

[4] Anbumeenakshi et.al (2016) In this study, they had investigated through series of experiments on the common effects of nano 

fluids and uneven heat on the cooling effect of micro channel sinks. The microscopic radiation that is considered in this study 

distributes 30 rectangles with a 0.727 millimetre diameter. In the experimental experiments, three machines of the same size were 

used. Uneven heat is provided by opening two of three heaters at the same time. The maximum temperature of the pulse rays is 

lowest when the chipper is placed above the flow.  

[5] Wan et.al (2016) in this work, here are four different types of micro pin fin heat sink (square, diamond, circular and streamline) 

had been produced by a microscopic milling process for two-stage cooling system. Experiments with boiling water were performed 

to demonstrate the two-stage boiling point of these different shapes micro pin fins. As a result, the reduction of the pressure of four 

micro-microbes increases when the heat fluxes increases. This diamond shape showed a slight drop of pressure, then by square and 

circular shaped fins. Square shaped rings have the greatest pressure for general use. Experimental results suggested that pin with 

square shaped fins have the best proportion and should be selected for the heat absorption in micro pin fins during a bifurcation 

process in two flows. Micro pin fins with circular shape is also a good choice when pumping power is not worried. 

[6] Riofrio et.al (2016) In this paper, many cooling technologies are presented with two-phase flow for electronic components. Due 

to the growing demand for electronics, cooling technology has been developed from air-to-air cooling which includes the use of 

single or two-phase refrigerants. The review focuses on three technologies that allow heat exchanger greater than 100 W / cm2: 

Micro Channels, Plate with fins and Spray Cooling. Macroscopic and nano scopic and hybrid heat treatments were also 

demonstrated for these three technologies. 

[7] Jeon et.al (2016) numerous studies on heat transfer from natural convectors with radial heat sinks having perforated ring were 

applied here. Impact of the number of perforations (0-6), hole diameter (0-3 mm) and length of holes (1.5-6 mm) and directional 

angle (0-180) on the thermal efficiency were studied. The results revealed that radial heat sinks having a perforated ring undergone 

best thermal performance as compared with heat sink having imperforated rings. In case of the thermal resistance, the radial heat 

sink with reduced mass by 37% having optimized perforated ring had shown 17% decrement than that of imperforated ring. This 

can be set to unobstructed natural convective flow through the perforation. 

[8] Soni et.al (2016) The work here examined the changes in the heat transfer in the equilibrium state in the variation in heat energy 

and the heat efficiency between the rectangular shaped fin  heat sink and pin fin heat sink from the vertical orientation base plate. 

After creating and confirming the existing analytical results for continuous fins, a systematic study of the effect of the elliptical fin 

is performed. ANSYS and SOLIDWORKS design software were used to create three-dimensional digital models to investigate the 

different fins geometry effects. The results showed that the changes in the fins geometry to the vertical oriented base plate fins 

increase the thermal efficiency of the fins and reduce the weight of the fins array, resulting in lower production costs. The optimum 
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distance for the maximum heating efficiency of the grid is limited. The study shows that the most important geometric parameters 

that affect the thermal transfer are the ratio of diameter of the fin by the centre gap. 

[9] Duangthongsuk et.al (2015) In this article, they had tested the thermal conductivity and flow characteristics of the heat sinks 

with shapes like circular and square pin (MCFHS and MSFHS) with SiO2, dispersed in DI water having fractional volumes of 0.2, 

0.4 and 0.6% of the sound strength. The description is the impact of needle structure, particle concentration, and flow rate of heat 

exchanger and pressure drop across the test site. It is assumed that the coefficient of heat emission increases with increasing the 

concentration of particles and Reynolds numbers. Finally, it would suggest that the use of square shaped heat sinks should be 

avoided when case comes to circular shaped structure of fins. 

[10] Li et.al (2015) In this research work, they had prepared an experimental setup by stabilizing nano fluids dispersing ZnO Nano 

particulate, being 75: 25%, 85: 15% and 95. 5 volumes of ethylene glycol, and a mixture of deionized water. Temperature 

characteristics, including heat and mass current and natural properties, were studied experimentally. It is assumed that the greater 

the DW, the higher the nano fluids, due to the direct connection network and the tightness between the atoms accelerating the heat 

transfer between the nanoparticles. By increasing the heat capacity in the enclosure, there is an increase in the heat transfer 

coefficient by natural convection and nano fluids comprising more EG, demonstrates a poor ability for heat transfer, due to the 

expansion of the thermal boundary layer and heat resistance, due to EG storage. 

[11] Park et.al (2015) In this study, a cooling system incorporating a hollow cylinder and a radial shaped heat sink that could be 

applied to LED (light-emitting diode) were proposed. The energy change of natural convection is simulated by digital samples and 

is validated by experiment. The airflow pattern around the heat sink with fin in radial direction is just same like chimney and going 

to the side of the heat sink and moving to the top. When the hollow cylinder is mounted, the large air velocity to the fins of heat 

sink enhances, resulting in increased thermal performance of heat sink. The effect of the height and the material of the hollow 

cylinder have been investigated and the efficiency of the heat sinks with the various types is calculated. The results showed that the 

heat efficiency of the heat sink was improved up to 43% after installation of the coil layer. 

[12] Jang et.al (2014) This article optimized a radial heat sink pin–fin having a fin-height profile. Natural convection and heat 

transfer from radiation have been taken into account and experiments are conducted to confirm digital models. Among the different 

height patterns, the outer field shows the best cooling. The variability of the various parameters is studied to determine the design 

variables, the outer height of the shaft, the difference between the height of the lens and the number of bars. Efficiency is optimized 

to reduce heat and mass resistance. In total, the cold radiation efficiency of rounded rays with a needle-height profile shows an 

improvement of more than 45%, while maintaining a mass that is comparable to plate heat. 

 [13] Sharma et.al (2013) They have detailed analysis of heat transfer using a micro channel heat source for cooling electronics. 

Cleaning the heating and heating of the fans with reusable water to cool the waxy electronics has been studied. To disguise the 

complex flow conditions, three-dimensional heat transfer models (3D) have been developed. The micro channel structure for heat 

transfer is environmentally-modelled with parameter parameters derived from the 3D model for a single micro channel. X-ray 

energy characteristics are analysed for the effectiveness of Law 2 and the most devastating sources are determined by a detailed 

analysis of Reynolds's low and high entropy generation of 2400 and 11200, respectively. This analysis shows that the generation of 

entropy due to Heat transfer dominates the generation of pure entropy in radiation for both conditions.  

[14] Huang et.al (2013) The design of three-dimensional reverse-plane design not suitable for X-ray absorption modules was 

successfully monitored using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LMM) and CFD-ACE + commercial packages. The best design process is 

done to minimize the thermal resistance of the grid. The results of the digital experiments show that the best thermal sink has the 

best thermal strength of three types of cooling pools with constant bone density. The temperature distribution for the original and 

minimum radiation modules is measured using thermal imaging and compared to digital solutions. The results show good agreement 

between the measured and calculated temperatures. This shows the validity of the design rules. In addition, when processing in the 

design of 5000 =, the best RTH heat pad can be reduced by 12.49%, and Nu and COE can be increased by 14.21% and 14% against 

heat. 

[15] Sinha et.al (2012) in this work, numerical studies are performed to increase heat transfer of heat exchanger using the two lines 

of the VG generator. Five different VG strategies are common-flow up in series (CFU–CFU), common-flow down in series (CFD–

CFD), combined (CFD–CFU), inline rows of winglet (IRW) and staggered rows of winglet (SRW). Productivity parameters for 

Nusselt numbers and quality factors are evaluated by the speed and temperature data obtained from solutions completed by the 

Naiver-Stokes and the energy equation. The Reynolds numbers vary between 250 and 1580. Results show that among different VG 

setup CFU-CFU configurations are best in heat transfer as well as advantages 

4. Conclusion 

Through literature survey conclusion were drawn, The performance of heat sink depends on the base thickness and material used 

for the manufacturing of heat sink. Heat transfer rate of heat sink depends on the shape of heat sink and it also depends on the inter 

spacing of two fins. Change in velocity of air flowing over the heat sink also affects the heat transfer rate from heat sink.  
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